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This memo discusses the application of quadrature sampling to acoustic beamforming.

Since they require the sampling frequency to be at least twice the signal bandwidth, quadrature

techniques enable narrowband signals to be sampled at frequencies much lower than the carrier's

Nyquist limit.  Second-order sampling techniques are used to obtain in-phase and quadrature

components from distributed hydrophone elements.  A MATLAB simulation of a quadrature-

sampled interpolation beamformer has been developed, and simulation results are presented for both

a line array and the arc-shaped WQS1 receiver.  A design is suggested for a practical hardware

implementation of the second-order quadrature sampling technique, and issues are discussed with

relevance to beam formation via DSPs.
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1) Quadrature Sampling

Active sonars often employ highly narrowband signals.  In the beamforming application

illustrated here, essentially a pure sinusoid is emitted, and the return signal is broadened somewhat

by Doppler scattering, dispersion, etc. (but remains narrowband).   Any bandpass signal can be

represented by a sum of in-phase and quadrature components:

1) x(t) = xI (t) cos ω0t + xQ (t) sin ω0t

The in-phase [xI ] and quadrature [xQ ] signals represent a slowly-varying complex

envelope which is applied to the high-frequency carrier at ω0.  Under quadrature sampling [1], the

signal can be sampled at the Nyquist cutoff of the complex envelope (i.e. at the signal bandwidth)

rather than at twice the carrier frequency (2f0 = ω0/π), yielding an appreciable reduction in sampling

rate for narrowband signals.  Beamformers, in particular, can require significant oversampling in

order to form synchronous beams (where beamforming delays are attained by shifting signals

forward and backward by discrete sample bins).  Oversampling to 2 or 3 times Nyquist rates are

common in beamforming applications, hence an even greater comparative sampling rate reduction

can be attained when using quadrature sampling combined with an interpolation filter, as will be

discussed in the next section.
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Figure 1: Demodulation Sampling of Quadrature Signals
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A complex demodulation is the standard approach used to obtain quadrature samples, as

illustrated in Fig. 1.  The input signal is multiplied by the output of a quadrature oscillator running at

the demodulation frequency (generally close to the carrier frequency, to baseband the modulated

signal).  The sine and cosine products are low-pass filtered to remove the sum frequencies.  The

downshifted difference frequencies are digitized at a rate (fs) greater than signal bandwidth, yielding

a pair of in-phase and quadrature samples.  In some cases [2], the modulation frequency may be

displaced from the carrier (f0) and moved outside the signal bandwidth.  This is done to prevent

components of the input signal from translating down to DC and adding a bias into the output that

affects the dynamic range of the analog-to-digital converters (i.e. all signal components will be

purely AC).  In these situations, the effective signal bandwidth is increased; i.e. the sampling rate

must be augmented by the displacement of the modulation frequency from the carrier in order to

avoid aliasing.
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Figure 2: Second-Order Method Approximating Quadrature Sampling

If the input signal is highly narrowband, as it is in the sonar applications considered here,

quadrature sampling may be performed via a second-order technique [1].  This method can be much

simpler to hardware-realize; as seen in Fig. 2, the analog multipliers and filters implicit in the

demodulation of Figure 1 are not needed.  In-phase signals are sampled at a period of ∆ = l (2f0)-1,

where l is an integer that must be selected such that ∆ remains less than W-1, the inverse of the input

signal's bandwidth, to avoid aliasing.  The quadrature samples are taken after the signal is delayed by

α, where α = (4f0)-1 + K∆, where K is an integer.  The simplest case is to pick K to be zero; here the
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quadrature samples are taken after a quarter-period of the carrier has elapsed, relative to the in-phase

samples.  The sampling frequency fs = ∆-1 is again well below the carrier frequency here, since we

are sampling the narrowband complex envelope of the signal.  The approximation implied in the

second-order technique is that the in-phase and quadrature samples are simultaneous.  This, of

course, is not realized; they are mutually separated by the interval α.  This argument leads to a

relation [3]:

2) xQ(n∆ - α) = xQ(n∆[1 - α/∆]) = xQ(n∆[1 - 1/(2l )]) = xQ(n∆[1 - W/(4f0)])

If the undersampling factor (l) is sufficiently large, the error (i.e. time displacement of the

quadrature sample) will be small.  If l is set to its maximum value (as it usually is, resulting in

Nyquist sampling; i.e. ∆ ≈ W-1), the rightmost equality holds.  If the bandwidth of the input signal is

much less than its carrier frequency (i.e. highly narrowband assumption), the simultaneity error of

Eq. 2 is negligible.  The quarter-period delay could be directly accounted for by using an

interpolation filter to digitally upsample to 4f0, and phase-shifting the quadrature signal by a single

bin. This is not needed in practice [3], however, as the response of the sonar systems considered here

should be sufficiently narrowband for the coincidence assumption to be valid.  The interpolation

filters used in the beamformer (discussed below) need not oversample to such a high frequency to

obtain satisfactory beam steering.

The in-phase and quadrature samples obtained from the second-order sampling technique

must both be multiplied by a sign-changing factors of (-1)nl, where n is the sequential sample bin

(i.e. at time n∆), and l is defined above.  Note that the scheme in Fig. 2 involves delaying the

sampling gate, as opposed to delaying the signal itself (as performed in [1] & [3]).  This results in

an effective interchange of in-phase and quadrature signals; i.e. the quadrature signal is taken earlier

under this sign assumption.

The input signal must be appropriately bandlimited when quadrature sampling at a lower

frequency, as in Fig. 2.  If any baseband frequencies are present on the input signals (i.e. AC hum,

surf noise, fish sounds, etc.), they will alias into the digitized samples.  In such a case, the input

signal must be bandpass filtered before being input to the second-order sampler.
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Figure 3: A Standard Beamformer

2) Interpolation Beamforming

The layout of a standard beamformer is shown in Fig. 3.  An array of hydrophones (with

optionally weighted outputs an that equalize signal levels and/or "shade" the array) produces signals

upon the arrival of a plane wave.  The directional response of the array is steered by introducing an

adjustable delay τn into the sensor signals, which are then summed together.  A large-amplitude

constructive sum occurs when all hydrophones produce an in-phase (correlated) signal.  Otherwise

the signals decorrelate and interfere, hence the magnitude of the beamformer output is considerably

smaller.  The delays, derived from the geometry of the hydrophone array, are adjusted such that the

sensor inputs to the beamformer are in phase when the plane wave arrives from the desired direction

(i.e. see Ref. [4]).  Multiple beams projecting in several directions may be formed simultaneously

from the same set of hydrophones by fanning the sensor data into beamformers with different

delays.  Since the processes in the "beamformer" box of Fig. 3 are now usually performed digitally,

several beams can easily be constructed on the same set of sensor data samples (in quasi-real-time;

i.e. during the wait between successive sonar pings) without introducing redundant hardware.

The ideal line-array beamformer can be shown [4] to have the response:

3) b(θ)  =  
sin ne γ0 sin θ - θ0

ne sin γ0 sin θ - θ0
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Where: γ0 = 1/2(ω∆x)/c

ω = Frequency of received signal

∆x = Line element spacing

ne = Number of elements in array

c = Speed of sound in water

θ0 = Beam Steering Angle

This function is very familiar; it has a large central maximum (at the beam steering angle θ0), off-

maximum low-level ripple, and grating lobes at large angle.

In order to obtain synchronous beams over a reasonably broad range of steering delays, a

digital beamformer must sample the signal sufficiently fast (frequently 2 to 3 times over the Nyquist

limit).  Synchronous beams occur when the element-to-element delay can be defined exactly in terms

of an integer number of sampling periods ∆, thus the delays can be realized after the signal has been

digitized by shifting the samples appropriately by the corresponding number of bins before

summing them in the beamforming operation.  If non-synchronous beams are formed, the delay is

rounded to the nearest integral multiple of ∆, and the samples are similarly shifted and summed.  In

the non-synchronous case, however, this truncation causes the steering delays to be inexact, hence

the beamformer looses precision, and the sidelobes & ripple grow in relative magnitude.  This is

demonstrated in Ref. [5].

The need to digitize at a sufficiently high rate to avoid this difficulty can significantly drive

the hardware and data flow designs.  One can digitize at a much lower rate, however, and use a

standard interpolation filter to oversample the sensor data, allowing the beamformer to be precisely

aligned to within an upsampling delay ∆u, which can be an arbitrary integer division of the base

sampling rate ∆.  This is illustrated in the diagrams of Fig. 4.  Zeros are padded between the data

samples to create bins at the finer sampling period ∆u.  The top diagram (4a) first interpolates

between the non-zero samples of each sensor by putting the padded sequences through a low-pass

filter, then inserts the beam steering delays (rounded to the nearest ∆u), and sums the signals together

to form the beam.  The lower diagram (4b) forms the beam on the zero-padded data sequences

(again aligned to the nearest ∆u), and runs the low-pass interpolation filter on the output of the

beamformer sum.  A rule of thumb given in Ref. [6] is that the interpolation at the beamformer

output (Fig. 4b) is more computationally efficient if one simultaneously computes less beams than

there are input elements; i.e.  Nb< ne.  This trade depends, of course, on the means by which the

computations are actually implemented, as discussed in [6].
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Figure 4: Architectures for Interpolation Beamformers

The application of interpolation beamforming to quadrature-sampled signals has the potential

of saving a vast amount of input data throughput.  The quadrature signals are sampled at a modest

rate consistent with the signal bandwidth (generally well below the carrier frequency), and

interpolated up to a rate that enables adequate beam formation. Details of these operations are given

in Refs. [2,6]; a brief summary is presented below.

The beamformer output may be expressed in terms of in-phase and quadrature components

as per Eq. 1:

4) b(t) = bI (t) cos ω0t - bQ(t) sin ω0t

The beamformer output may also be expressed in terms of the sum of sensor inputs (τn are

the steering delays):

5) b(t) = ∑
n=1

ne

[xIn(t - τn) cos ω0(t - τn) - xQn(t - τn) sin ω0(t - τn)]

Equating Eqs. 4 & 5 and collecting appropriate terms yields:
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bI (t) = ∑
n=1

ne

[xIn(t - τn) cos ω0(τn) + xQn(t - τn) sin ω0(τn)]

6)

bQ (t) = ∑
n=1

ne

[xIn(t - τn) sin ω0(τn) - xQn(t - τn) cos ω0(τn)]

The beamformer samples (or sensor samples) in Eq. 6 must be upsampled by the

interpolation filter.  The first step in this process is to zero-pad the data sequences, inserting zeroes

in-between the samples to fill out the empty bins at the smaller sampling period δ (it is assumed that

the base sampling period ∆ is an integer multiple L of the oversampling period δ).  This operation is

represented by the zero-pad function v(mδ):

7) v In(mδ) = { xIn 
m∆
L

   (m = 0, ±L, ±2L,...)

0    (otherwise)

An analogous zero-pad function vQn(mδ) is defined for the quadrature signals.  Running the

zero-padded data through a FIR interpolation filter yields the relation for the approximate

"interpolated" beamformer output (b
~

 ):

b
~
 I (m∆) = ∑

n=1

ne

{∑
k=1

Nc

[hLP(kδ) vIn(m∆ - Mnδ - kδ)] cos ω0(τn) +

     ∑
k=1

Nc

[hLP(kδ) vQn(m∆ - Mnδ - kδ)] sin ω0(τn)}
8)

b
~
 Q (m∆) = ∑

n=1

ne

{∑
k=1

Nc

[hLP(kδ) vIn(m∆ - Mnδ - kδ)] sin ω0(τn) +

     ∑
k=1

Nc

[hLP(kδ) vQn(m∆ - Mnδ - kδ)] cos ω0(τn)}

The above equations are temporally discretized versions of the beamformer described by

Eqs. 6.  The steering delays τn are discretely approximated by Mnδ at the shorter "interpolated"
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sampling period δ; i.e Mn is picked so that Mnδ is closest to the desired steering delay τn.  The low-

pass filter hLP is a standard symmetric FIR interpolation filter (just like those used in CD players!)

with Nc coefficients chosen to approach the ideal low-pass response (i.e. the coefficients, hLP(kδ) are

derived from a sinc function).  The interpolation procedure on quadrature sampled signals is shown

below in Fig. 5, which is essentially a diagram representing the operations implied by Eq. 8.
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Figure 5: Interpolation Beamforming with Quadrature Signals
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  If the sensor data is to be first interpolated (the "prebeamforming" configuration as shown in

Fig. 4a), the zero-padded data is low-pass filtered before the beamformer; otherwise the data is

filtered afterward.  The former case is assumed in Fig. 5.  Interchanging the beamforming operation

between sensor inputs and beamformer output is analogous to interchanging the k and n summations

in Eqs. 8; the beamformer output remains invariant.  Additional details on interpolation beamforming

with quadrature signals is given in Section E of Ref. [6].

With quadrature signals, the interpolation filter need not upsample the beamformer and/or

sensor data to the vicinity of the carrier (or beyond).  This is because we are essentially beamforming

on the complex envelope of the signal, and not the carrier itself.  In practical terms, the beamformer

can be precisely aligned via the sin(ω0τn) and cos(ω0τn) factors in Eqs. 6.  Additional alignment of

the quadrature envelopes is attained by adjusting the Mn factors such that Mnδ approximates τn as

closely as possible.  If the signal is narrowband, the quadrature envelope is relatively static, and this

latter adjustment has little relative effect (this argument is similar to that used in the discussion of Eq.

2).  Consequently, the upsampling ratio need not be terribly high on bandlimited quadrature signals;

the upsampling ratio of L=4 that was used in the simulations presented in the following section

seemed adequate.

The beamformer output need not be produced at the upsampled input rate; outputs at the

initial sensor data rate (or slower) are generally adequate.  Both in-phase and quadrature signals

must be examined at the beamformer output.  At certain incident angles, the phase relationship

between input signals and the sampling clock may be such that the signal shows up at one output

and not the other.  The simulation examples used a magnitude detector, which looked at the

quadrature sum of both outputs.

3) Simulation Examples

A simple MATLAB program was written to gain experience with quadrature sampling and

interpolation beamforming techniques.  The program initially plots the "ideal" beamformer response

(i.e. Eq. 3) as a reference.  It then plots the response of a sampled beamformer, with the sampling

rate a factor 8 above the carrier.  Steering delays are approximated by shifting the sensor data by

discrete bins before it is summed in the beamformer.  No upsampling is attempted (although none

should be needed at this high sampling rate).  The final plots show the response of an upsampled

quadrature beamformer.  The input signal is second-order quadrature sampled at a factor of 10

below the carrier frequency (this is assumed to contain the signal bandwidth).  An oversampling

filter is used to interpolate up to a factor of 4 above this frequency, at which point beams are aligned

via shifting by discrete bins and scaling with the sin(ω0τn) and cos(ω0τn) factors, as discussed

above.  The assumptions used in this simulation are summarized in the table below:
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Sonar Frequency = 200 KHz (sine wave assumed)
Number of Elements = 15
Element Spacing = 0.36" (Line Array)
Element Spacing = 3° on 6.875" radius (WQS1)
Sound Speed = 5000 fps.
Sampling Rate (non Quadrature) = 1.6 MHz
# Samples taken (non Quadrature) = 32

Quadrature Parameters:

llll = 20
f0 = 200 KHz (except where noted as 205 KHz)
Sampling Frequency = 20 KHz (for BW = ±10 KHz)
Oversampling ratio (L)  = 4 (effective freq. = 80 KHz)
Second-order sampling delay = 1.25 µsec.

System  Assumptions:

Table 1: Assumptions used in Beamformer Simulations

The array parameters are derived from the WQS1 sonar platform [7].  A narrowband signal

is assumed to be centered on a 200 Khz carrier, and received by an array of 15 sensors.  Some tests

assume the actual circular WQS1 array, with a 3° element separation on a circular 6.875" radius,

while others assume a line array with a 0.36" inter-element spacing (similar to the spatial element

separation on the WQS1).  For the arc-positioned elements of the WQS1, delays are pre-inserted

into each signal such that a beam arriving straight on (i.e. along the radius of the center element) is

received in phase (this delay is given by -(ri • rc)/c, where ri is the radius vector of the element in

question, rc is the radius vector of the center element, and c is the sound speed).  Additional delays

for beamsteering are inserted discretely into the sampled data, as discussed earlier.

The beamforming operation is performed on a buffer of 32 samples stored for each sensor.  The

quadrature sampling tests take data at a factor 10 below the carrier frequency (i.e. 20 Khz, allowing a

signal bandwidth of ±10 Khz).  The quadrature sample is taken after a delay of a quarter carrier

period from the in-phase sample.

The actual MATLAB code used to generate these examples is included as the appendix to

this document.  It is reasonably commented, although it is not optimally vectorized to run efficiently

under MATLAB (a single run can take roughly 2 hours on a Macintosh II).  The interpolation

filtering function from the MATLAB signal processing toolbox is used to oversample the data.
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Figure 6: Test Results for a Line Array with No Beamsteering (i.e. 0°)

Figure 6 gives the results for a regularly-spaced line array with no beamsteering delays

introduced (i.e. a broadside beam arrives in phase and gives maximum response).  These plots show

the magnitude of the beamformer output as a function of the angle at which a unit-magnitude

incident signal is received.  The upper-left plot shows the relation for an "ideal" beamformer, as

calculated through Eq. 3.  The main lobe is clearly visible at 0°, surrounded by low-level ripple and a

pair of grating lobes at ±60°.  The upper-right plot shows the beamformer response as calculated

from the 32-sample buffer (2 periods worth of data at a sample rate of 1.6 Mhz).  The average

magnitude of the beamformer output (over all 32 samples) is plotted at each incident angle.  One can

clearly see that it bears a high resemblance to the "ideal" beamformer plot, lending credence to the

MATLAB code.  The lower-left plot shows the response of the upsampled quadrature beamformer.

This again appears nearly identical to the other two cases, showing that our quadrature technique is

indeed working well, even though data was effectively taken here at a rate 80 times slower than used

in the sampled beamformer test.  The quadrature sum of in-phase and quadrature samples was used

to calculate the beamformer magnitude in this plot (at each angle, the average magnitude is taken over

all beamformer samples).  The plot at the lower-right shows the magnitude of the in-phase

beamformer output alone.  The nulls in the main lobe indicate that the signal is split between in-

phase and quadrature outputs; both must be examined to avoid dropouts in the beamformer

response.
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F0 = 205 KHz for downsampling

Figure 7: Response of a Line Array with No Beamsteering (i.e. 0°) and Center Frequency Offset

Figure 7 shows an analogous series of tests for a beamformer with an offset downsampling

frequency (the downsampling algorithm assumed that f0 was at 205 Khz, yielding a sampling

frequency of 20.5 Khz), although the actual carrier remained at 200 Khz.  The results are little

different than those of the previous "idealized" example; the frequency misalignment is well within

the quadrature sampling bandwidth, and produces no degradation.  The nulls are no longer present in

the in-phase response at lower right; the frequency misalignment removed the harmonic relationship

between the various signals, enabling the same beamformer response to be seen in both beamformer

components.
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Figure 9: Response of a Line Array With the Beam Steered at 30°

Figure 9 shows test results for a beamformer with delays inserted to steer the main lobe to

30° off broadside.  This is indeed accomplished, as seen in the plots.  The sampled and quadrature

responses do not show the grating lobe at large angle; this lobe is at the rightmost edge of our scale,

as seen in the ideal beamformer calculation, thus doesn't show up in the simulations, where grating

lobes seem narrower.  The in-phase only response (lower right) again shows the extra nulls due to

the input signal being exactly at the carrier, as was seen in Fig. 6.  The off-lobe ripple in the net

quadrature response seems considerably smaller and more symmetric than that seen in the sampled

beamformer.  This is because steering delays in the sampled beamformer were accomplished solely

by differentially shifting by discrete sample bins; the 30° angle used here was a nonsynchronous

beam, degrading the beamformer response.  This degradation is much less pronounced in the

quadrature beamformer, where the steering delays were precisely specified by the sin(ω0τn) and

cos(ω0τn) factors.  

Since the input signal is a steady-state sinusoid at the carrier frequency (i.e. perfectly

narrowband), the quadrature envelope was static, and the delays could be exactly specified by the

above factors.  The next series of tests push this situation somewhat by adopting an input signal that

consists of several simultaneous frequency components; one at 205 Khz, one at 193 Khz, and one at

200 Khz.  Each sinusoid is added with one-third amplitude.
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Figure 10: Response of Line Array With 3-Frequency Sensor Inputs

Results are shown above in Fig. 10.  Considerable effect is seen.  The sampled beamformer

response is still somewhat rough and irregular.  The main lobe remains well defined, but the left

grating lobe is substantially degraded, and the stopband ripple is noisier.  The net quadrature result

still looks quite good, however; the lobes are well shaped and the stopband response is smaller and

smooth, even though we had 3 separate frequency components in the sensor signals that extended to

within 70% of the ±10 Khz sampling bandwidth.  This indicates that the quadrature sampling was

still able to achieve good quality beams, even though they were not synchronous; i.e. the ±10 Khz

bandwidth is still sufficiently narrow on a 200 Khz carrier to provide a smooth complex envelope

and yield good beam alignment with the sin(ω0τn) and cos(ω0τn) factors.  Although the in-phase

beam output shows some extra nulling from the carrier component in the input signal, the net

quadrature result is unaffected.  The lower amplitude in the sampled and quadrature plots is due to

the normalizing factor of ‹ on each frequency component (since the signals are at different

frequencies, they add incoherently, thus this normalization should have been 1/ 3 ).  The "ideal"

beamformer response at the upper left is calculated through Eq. 3, thus takes no account of any input

signal and appears the same as in the previous figure.

The remaining results use the arc-distributed 15-element WQS1 sensor distribution.

Because they are no longer positioned along a simple line, the sensor spacing is no longer

completely uniform with respect to the incoming wavefront (although exact delays have been

introduced to make a broadside source appear coherent).  Results for a beam steered at 0° are given

in Fig. 11.  The sampled beamformer response shows a well-defined central peak, with broad grating
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lobes after ±50°.  As expected, the net quadrature result appears exactly similar.  The main lobe is

entirely missing from the in-phase result (again, the sensor signal being exactly at the carrier causes

a resonant null), emphasizing the need to scrutinize both beamformer outputs.  The "ideal" plot at

upper left is again calculated from Eq. 3, which assumes a line array.  Due to the curved geometry of

the WQS1 sensor arrangement, this differs from what was seen in the simulations run with the line

array.
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Figure 11: Response of WQS1 Array; No Beamsteering (i.e. 0°)

Results for a WQS1 beam steered to 30° are shown in Fig. 12.  The main lobe and left

grating lobe are clearly visible in both results.  The ripple in the net quadrature beamformer response

appears slightly smaller than that seen with the sampled beamformer, as expected from the latter's

non-synchronicity.  This difference is much less pronounced, however, than was seen in the

analogous examples of Figs. 9 & 10.  Those examples used the uniform-spaced line array, which

produced results in agreement with the ideal beamformer calculation.  The non-uniform spacing in

the WQS1 arrangement seems to prevent the sin(ω0τn) and cos(ω0τn) factors from giving the

quadrature sampled beamformer significantly better alignment and performance.  
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Figure 12: Response of the WQS1 Array; Beam Steered to 30°

4) Hardware Implementation

Commercially available multi-channel data samplers generally lack the ability to precisely

latch a large number of analog data inputs simultaneously.  The second-order sampling technique

discussed in Section 1 requires the in-phase and quadrature signals to be sequentially sampled at

exact instants, which can be difficult to realize with the multiplexed sample/hold front ends on most

commercial units.  For a 200 Khz center frequency (f0), the in-phase and quadrature samples must

be taken within an interval of 1.25 µsec. of one another.  In order to enable second-order quadrature

sampling to be performed on a sonar sensor array, an analog front-end has been developed to latch

the in-phase and quadrature samples at the precise instants required.  These signals may then be

digitized and stored by a commercial sampling unit.

A diagram that shows how this front end is used in a data collection system is given in Fig.

13.  The input sonar signals (16 signals, assumed narrowband at carrier frequency f0 = 200 Khz)

arrive at the sampling card along with a range gate (a logic signal that goes high while valid data is

being received).  The sampling card then outputs both in-phase and quadrature samples (16 output

channels multiplexed such that the in-phase sample is presented on each channel for an interval ∆/2,

followed by the quadrature sample for an interval ∆/2), along with a narrow (i.e. 1-3 µsec.)

synchronizing trigger pulse that alerts a commercial VME digitizer to record the presented data.
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Figure 13:  Setup Diagram for Performing Second-Order Quadrature Sampling

A schematic outlining the detailed design of this front-end sampler is given in Fig. 14.  In

order to guarantee a stable, precise center frequency, all timing originates from a crystal-locked

clock.  The master frequency of 8 Mhz was determined in order to enable easy generation of the 800

Khz 4'th harmonic of the desired 200 Khz center frequency.  This is accomplished by a division by

5, followed by a division by 2 (to square the pulse shape); both of these divisions may be

accomplished in a single chip (i.e. the 7490).  An external clock may optionally be input at this point

in the circuit if the sampler is to reference other (adjustable) center frequencies; the ÷2 stage will

square this signal as well.

The 800 Khz is then divided by 4, to yield the 200 Khz fundamental.  This signal is then

additionally divided by an arbitrary integer via a ÷N counter (N is set by 4 on-card DIP switches;

standard ÷N counters allow N to range from 2 through 15), after which it is again divided by two to

regain a square waveform.  This signal is essentially our sampling clock.  The sampling frequency is

thus a 2N multiple of the 200 Khz fundamental.  Referring to Fig. 2 and the associated discussion,

the sampling frequency must be related to the fundamental (f0 = 200 Khz) via:

9)  fs =  2f0
 l

Here, the integer l is equal to 4N, thus is able to be specified by the DIP switches to be

between 8 and 60 (in steps of 4).  This corresponds to sampling frequencies ranging from 6.67 Khz

through 50 Khz, yielding allowed bandwidths of ±3.33 Khz through ±25 Khz, respectively.  The

DIP switches may be set to specify the desired sample rate inside this range.  Looking at Fig. 14, we

see that fs = (100 Khz)/N, thus the anticipated sampling frequency of 20 Khz may be attained by

specifying N = 10. A buffered output of fs has been provided for testing and other utility.
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The falling edge of the sampling pulse will clock a true state into the flip-flop F1.  This then

will be clocked into flip-flip F2 one-quarter of the fundamental (1.25 µsec @ f0 = 200 Khz) later by

the next falling edge of the 800 Khz square wave, whereupon F1 is reset until the next sampling

period.  After another quarter fundamental (1.25 µsec) elapses, a zero is clocked into F2, which also

remains low until the next sampling period.  Pulling this argument together, F1 and F2 will deliver

consecutive 1.25 µsec pulses (first F1 fires, then F2 fires on its falling edge).  The trailing edges of

these pulses are spaced exactly 1.25 µsec apart (barring the <30 nsec. propagation delay from the

reset input of F1, which shouldn't be terribly significant), thus they can be used as gates into a dual

sample/hold to obtain the quadrature samples as introduced in Fig. 2.  These gates can also be

buffered and made available to the outside world for test & general utility.  They are locked to the

master clock, and will also generate correct signals with an external clock input at any frequency.

The sample/holds acquire their samples within the 1.25 µsec gate width (assuming f0 = 200 Khz);

this should be adequate for sample/hold IC's such as the low-cost Analog Devices AD684, which

packs 4 independent devices per chip , boasts an acquisition time well under 1 µsec [8], and has been

seen to perform adequately on the test bench.

Samples are presented to the output during the receipt of a valid "range gate" signal.  The

gate is phase-locked to our clock via flip-flop F3, which is allowed to go high or low after the falling

edge of the sampling signal (at fs).  When F3 is high, the output of F4 will go high upon the next

falling edge of F1; by this time the in-phase signal will be locked into the sample-hold.  This signal

is thus used as a "valid" trigger gate for the in-phase data, and switches the 2-input multiplexer such

that it presents the sampled in-phase signal at its output.  One of the monostables in the 74123 at the

right of Fig. 13 is also triggered, which produces a narrow (1 - 2 µsec) "data trigger" pulse that alerts

the commercial digitizer unit to record the multiplexer output, and thus capture the in-phase signal.

The output of F4 is reset one-half of the sampling period later by the rising edge of the sampling

clock (fs).  The sampling clock itself (gated by the synchronized range gate) then provides the

quadrature trigger, which switches the multiplexer to provide the quadrature signal at its output and

triggers the other monostable in the 74123 to produce a narrow data trigger and alert the commercial

digitizer to record the quadrature signal.  In this fashion, the data is organized such that the "in-

phase" sample is presented first (upon the receipt of a range gate) and remains for slightly less than

half of the fs clock (24 µsec at fs = 20 Khz), followed by the quadrature sample (which remains for

half of the fs clock; i.e. 25 µsec), then the next in-phase sample, etc.  

The separate in-phase and quadrature triggers are buffered and made available to the outside

world for tests, etc.  The combined data trigger is needed to queue the commercial digitizer unit.

Resistor values of 10K and capacitor values of roughly 330 pf (at the 74123) will yield pulse widths

of 1-3 µsec, which should be sufficient.  A timing diagram showing the relationship between the

various signals discussed above is given in Fig. 15.
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Figure 15:  Timing Diagram for Quadrature Sampler

The shaded block at the bottom of Fig. 14 represents the analog component of the sampling

front-end circuit.  It depicts how the input signal is sampled and multiplexed.  With sufficient

buffering, the 4 logic signals that are needed can be fanned out to drive as many analog channels as

are necessary (16 for the anticipated tests; Ref. [7]).  Only one logic circuit is thus required, and a

simple PC layout reflecting the analog circuitry can be easily duplicated on a single circuit card.
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Quad sample-hold IC's and quad 2-input multiplexers are readily available, thus the analog circuitry

can be arraigned around dual-channel pairs.  The input impedance of the candidate sample/holds is

quite high (i.e. 50 MΩ; Ref. [8]), thus should be compatible with the WQS1 input protocol [9].  If

needed, the multiplexer output can be buffered with a medium-speed voltage follower (a dual OP-

AMP easily services the two-channel cell).

One must bear in mind that the discussion in the last section assumed that the quadrature

sample was taken after the in-phase signal.  In the previous discussions (i.e. Section 1 and Fig. 2), it

was assumed that the quadrature signal was delayed (thus comes 90° earlier), whereas here we are

delaying the sampling gate, causing the quadrature sample to come 90° later.  This may be remedied

by either keeping Figs. 14 & 15 as-is, and flipping the sign of the quadrature sample, or by

exchange the in-phase and quadrature labels in these diagrams.

5) DSP Considerations

After the sensor input data has been sampled and stored, the beamformation algorithms are

applied; i.e. Eq. 8 & Fig. 5.  For testing purposes, these calculations may be done off-line, and the

input data need only be stored.  In an actual application, however, the beamformation should be

performed on-line, in near real-time (i.e. between receipt of sonar pings).  This is generally

accomplished via an array of Digital Signal Processors (DSPs), as introduced in Ref. [10] for fault-

tolerant applications.  The beamformation calculations may be streamlined in several different ways

for efficient DSP execution.  The problem naturally breaks down in a parallel fashion, although the

various parallelization schemes can imply corresponding performance tradeoffs.  

Data from each sensor can be independently interpolated and upsampled, assuming

beamformation on the sensor outputs (Fig. 4a).  Each DSP can be assigned to a group of sensors;

these signals can be interpolated and summed to form partial beams.  Several DSPs will work in

parallel, producing several partial sums representing the beam contribution from their associated

sensors.  Upon completion, they must all broadcast their data to a master processor that adds all

contributions together to form the completed beam.  

Another possibility involves a more centralized computation; i.e. Fig. 4b, where the

interpolation is performed at the beamformer output.  Individual DSPs could zero-pad and sum the

data from their associated sensors.  The final sum and the interpolation would be accomplished in a

DSP assigned to form the master beam.  In practice, one may desire to form several beams

simultaneously, which entails that different steering delays (τn) must be used on the same sensor

data.  This might be more amenable to interpolating the individual sensor data, performing partial

beam formation, and weighting by sin(ω0τn) and cos(ω0τn) factors in parallel DSPs.

One major factor in any parallel DSP application is the data flow constraint.  Merely

accessing the raw sonar data can present difficulty in some DSP configurations.  With the
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20 Khz quadrature sampling and 16-element array considered in these examples, the system must

record 32 16-bit data words every 50 µsec (a data rate of 8.192 Mbytes/sec) during the ping

reception (an interval ranging up to several hundred msec).  Of course, this data is merely buffered

during the real-time DMA data collection, and the transmission of the next ping may be delayed until

the DSP processing of the previous data is sufficiently advanced.  Nonetheless, one desires to

minimize the time required to transfer this large quantity of data into the appropriate DSPs.  In

addition, each DSP will oversample its data, and must re-transmit it to a master DSP in order to form

the complete beams.  The beamformer outputs are decimated, however, and can be generated at a

significantly lower rate than the oversampled input sensor data.  The upsampled data computed in the

various DSPs can thus be transmitted at the less frequent time intervals required at the beamformer

output; the oversampling is performed on the input data merely to interpolate and align the sensor

data for the beamformer summation.  Data from several sensors may be zero-padded, summed, and

interpolated in each DSP (for both in-phase and quadrature components), resulting in the formation

of beam "fragments" that are transmitted (at the slower beamformer output rate) to a "central" DSP

that then sums these to form the complete beam.  Although this process must be performed for each

complete beam, the interpolation of the input data need only be completed once.  The same

interpolated sensor data can be accessed with the appropriate delay τn, weighted by the sin(ω0τn) and

cos(ω0τn) factors, and re-summed & re-transmitted to form other beams.

In Ref. [6], it is noted that the multiplications by sin(ω0τn) and cos(ω0τn) can be eliminated

by beamforming the complex analytic sequence,

10) x̂ A(m∆) = [xI (m∆) + i xQ (m∆)] eiω° m∆

and choosing the sample rate ∆ such that ∆ = l /f0 , where l  is an integer.  This is also required by

second-order quadrature sampling (i.e. Fig. 2), hence will valid for the intended CSDL

implementation.  This technique will produce samples of the beamformer output as analytic signal

representations, as opposed to the basebanded representation obtained through the beamformer of

Eq. 8

The fault tolerance of the DSP arrangements discussed in Ref. [10] implies that additional

constraints and calculations must be taken into account.  This will certainly impact the DSP

configuration and resulting task allocation needed to realize the interpolation beamformer.
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7) Appendix

MATLAB Code for Simulating Quadrature-Sampled Interpolation Beamformer

%  Routine to simulate quadrature-sampled beamformer
%
% WQS1 parameters
%
%------------------------------------------------------
wqs1 = 1; % =1, use arc array, =0, use line array
frq = 200; % sonar frequency in Khz
ne = 15; % # elements (odd)
aspc = 3; % Angle (deg) between elements
wrad = 13.75/2.; % Radius (in.) of array circle
wrad = wrad/12.; % Radius (ft.)
cs = 5000; % Sound speed (fps)
thtstr = 30; % Beam steering angle (deg.)
%-------------------------------------------------------
%
nes = floor(ne/2); % # elements on each side of center
if rem(ne,2) == 0;
ne = ne + 1; % make odd if not
end;
de = [7.7 5.63 3.95 2.52 1.43 0.63 0.16 0]'*cs; % delay in µsec
de(nes+2:ne) = de(1:nes);
de = de/1000000.; % Convert to sec.
frq = frq * 1000.; % kilohz.
wfrq = 2. * pi * frq; % omega
rtd = 180./pi;
dtr = 1./rtd;
aspcr = aspc * dtr; % radians
as = aspcr*nes:-aspcr:0;
vd = cos(as)*wrad; % vertical element position (wrt. middle)
hd = -sin(as)*wrad; % horizontal element position
hd(nes+1) = 0;
vd(nes+1) = 0;
vd(nes+2:ne) = vd(nes:-1:1);
hd(nes+2:ne) = -hd(nes:-1:1);
epos(:,1) = hd(:); % beamformer positions
epos(:,2) = vd(:);
clg;
%
% Assume that delays compensate for nonlinear beamformer shape;
% For now, we don't use the above analysis.
%
% Below, we calculate the ideal beamformer response
%
dx = wrad * sin(aspcr); % approx. array spacing
nea = 1:ne;
gma0 = wfrq * dx/(cs * 2);
tht = linspace(-90.,90.,182);
dss = sin((tht-thtstr) * dtr);
b1 = sin(ne * gma0 * dss);
b2 = ne * sin(gma0 * dss);
b0 = abs(b1./b2);
%
subplot(221),plot(tht,b0);
title('Ideal Beamformer');
xlabel('Incident Angle (degs.)');
ylabel('Output');
%subplot(221),semilogy(tht,b0);
%title('Ideal Beamformer (Log)');
%xlabel('Incident Angle (degs.)');
%ylabel('Relative Output (dB)');
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%
% Time domain beamformer
%
dss = sin(tht * dtr);
vinc(:,1) = dss(:); % Incidence vectors;
vinc(:,2) = cos(tht(:)*dtr);
nl = length(tht);
dly = zeros(ne,nl); % intrinsic array delay vector;
dlb = zeros(ne,1); % steering delay vector
%
% Below is code for WQS1 Spacing
%
 if wqs1 == 1
 dle = epos(:,2); % kludge to take out semicircle delay on nrml. beam
 dlb = -(epos(:,2)*cos(thtstr*dtr) + epos(:,1)*sin(thtstr*dtr))+dle; % Steering
 for j = 1:nl;
 dly(:,j) = vinc(j,1)*epos(:,1) + vinc(j,2)*epos(:,2);
 end;
%
% Below is code for equi-spaced line array
%

else
 dle = 0;
 ds0 = dx * sin(thtstr * dtr);
 for j=1:ne;
 dly(j,:) = (j-1) * dx * dss(:)';
 dlb(j) = -(j-1) * ds0;
 end;
%
 end;
%
 dly = dly/cs;
 dlb = dlb/cs;
 dle = dle/cs;
%
% Sampling simulation setup
%
%-------------------------------------------------------
fsamp = 8; % Sampling rate multiplier (wrt. sonar frq.)
ncyc = 4; % # cycles of sonar wave to sample
%-------------------------------------------------------
%
nsamp = fsamp * ncyc; % number of samples to take
tsamp = 1./(fsamp * frq); % sample timesteps
tott = tsamp * nsamp;
tvec = linspace(0,tott,nsamp+1); % sample times
nsamp = nsamp+1; % correct for zero
br = zeros(nl,1);
sql = sqrt(2 * nsamp); % for RMS calculation
dlbd = round(dlb/tsamp); % Beamsteering delay discretized in sample bins
synch = tsamp*cs/(2.*dx)
syv = 1:4;
sybeam1 = asin(abs(rem(synch*syv,1)))*rtd % print out first 4 synchronous beams
%
for j = 1:nl; % loop over wavefront incident angles
for l = 1:nsamp; % loop over all samples taken
% Signal is described below... add any other inputs
%-------------------------------------------------------
br0(:,l) = sin(wfrq*(tvec(l)-dly(:,j)-dlbd(:)*tsamp+dle)); % Sampled outs all ne
%-------------------------------------------------------
end;
br1 = sum(br0)/ne; % Samples of beamformer output
br(j) = 2.* norm(br1)/sql; % RMS over all samples
end;
%
subplot(222),plot(tht,br);
title('Sampled Beamformer');
xlabel('Incident Angle (degs.)');
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ylabel('Output');
%subplot(222),semilogy(tht,br);
%title('Sampled Beamformer (Log)');
%xlabel('Incident Angle (degs.)');
%ylabel('Relative Output (dB)');
%
clear br br1 br0 vinc b1 b2; % clear up old variables
%pack;
%
% Quadrature sampling setup
%
%-------------------------------------------------------
f0 = frq; % Center frequency of modulation (Hz)
ls = 20; % Sampling ratio; for BW of ±10 KHz (L)
nup = 4; % Oversampling ratio for interpolation filter
nsamp = 32; % # samples to take
%-------------------------------------------------------
tsamp = ls/(2.* f0); % Sampling interval
alp = 1./(4.* f0); % Quadrature delay
wf0 = 2.*pi*f0;
tott = tsamp * nsamp;
tvec = linspace(0,tott,nsamp+1); % sample times
nsamp = nsamp + 1;
avec = tvec - alp; % delayed samples
dati = zeros(nsamp,ne); % In phase
datq = dati; % Quadrature
bri = zeros(nsamp*nup,nl); % In phase beamformer output
brq = bri; % Quadrature beamformer output
cdlb = cos(wf0*dlb);
sdlb = sin(wf0*dlb);
ts0 = tsamp/nup;
dlbd = round(dlb/ts0);
mi = min(dlbd) % Calculate upper & lower delay bounds
mx = max(dlbd)
dlbd = dlbd - mi; % Starting sample indices for delays
mx = mx - mi;
dlbd = mx - dlbd; % Invert delay index (subtract delay)
numx = nup*nsamp-mx; % Number of samples to cross-correlate in beamformer
dlbe = dlbd + numx;
synch = ts0*cs/(2.*dx) % calculate synchronous beam locations
sybeam2 = asin(abs(rem(synch*syv,1)))*rtd % print out first 4 synchronous beams %
% Take data...
%
for j = 1:nl;
%
for k = 1:nsamp;
% Data is described below; ie. the sine function; the -1 factor is for Qsampling
%-------------------------------------------------------
dati(k,:) = ((-1)^((k-1)*ls))*sin(wfrq*(tvec(k)-dly(:,j)+dle))';
datq(k,:) = ((-1)^((k-1)*ls))*sin(wfrq*(avec(k)-dly(:,j)+dle))';
%-------------------------------------------------------
end;
%
% Upsample
%
for n = 1:ne;
udati(:,n) = interp(dati(:,n),nup);
udatq(:,n) = interp(datq(:,n),nup);
end;
[nsu,n2] = size(udati);
for l = 1:numx; % form beams for each time bin
npp = dlbd + l; % get indices for beams to line up
for n = 1:ne;
vui(n) = udati(npp(n),n);
vuq(n) = udatq(npp(n),n);
end;
bri(l,j) = sum(vui'.*cdlb + vuq'.*sdlb)/ne;
brq(l,j) = sum(vui'.*sdlb - vuq'.*cdlb)/ne;
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end;
%
end;
%
sql = sqrt(nsu);
bi = zeros(nl,1);
bq = zeros(nl,1);
for j = 1:nl;
vvi = bri(:,j);
vvq = brq(:,j);
bi(j) = norm(vvi)/sql; % In-phase beamformer RMS response
bq(j) = norm(vvq)/sql; % Quadrature beamformer RMS response
end
clear bri brq dati datq udati udatq; clear more unneeded stuff
b0 = bi.^2 + bq.^2; % Net beamformer response
b0 = sqrt(b0);
%
subplot(223),plot(tht,b0);
title('Net Quadrature Beamformer');
xlabel('Incident Angle (degs.)');
ylabel('Output');
%subplot(223),semilogy(tht,b0);
%title('Net Quadrature Beamformer (Log)');
%xlabel('Incident Angle (degs.)');
%ylabel('Relative Output (dB)');
subplot(224),plot(tht,bi);
title('In-Phase Beamformer');
xlabel('Incident Angle (degs.)');
ylabel('Output');
%subplot(224),semilogy(tht,bri);
%title('In-Phase Beamformer (Log)');
%xlabel('Incident Angle (degs.)');
%ylabel('Relative Output (dB)');




